Desktop Enhancement Base Standard Configurations

- **Desktop**
  - Dell Optiplex 7010
    - RAM 8 GB
    - Intel Core i5
    - 250 GB
- **Laptop**
  - Dell Latitude 14" E6430
    - RAM 8 GB
    - Intel Core i5
    - 320 GB
- **Mac – Cost sharing**
  - iMac 21.5"
    - RAM 8 GB
    - Intel Core i5
    - 1 TB
  - MacBook Pro 13"
    - RAM 4 GB
    - Intel Core i5
    - 500 GB
- **Tablet – Cost sharing**
  - Dell XT3 Tablet
    - RAM 4 GB
    - Intel Core i5
    - 320 GB
- **Ultrabook - Cost sharing**
  - Dell Latitude 6430u
    - RAM 4 GB
    - Intel Core i5
    - 128 GB Solid State
- **Research - Cost sharing**
  - Dell Precisions
    - Customized

Upgrades to base standards will be the fiscal responsibility of the department.

*IT Green Initiative:* Monitors and docking stations for Dell laptops will not be replaced with new DE machine orders. IT will replace one monitor and the docking station when the original fails at no cost.

A 3 year warranty is purchased for all machines. If a machine fails after the warranty expires, IT will move the machine into the current DE cycle and will be replaced.

Consultation will be available. The goal of this new service is to match technology with the business needs of individuals.